Mayfly are hatching on
the Derbyshire Wye.
Good news for anglers
and ducks (foreground).

Iceland’s best-kept
secret?
In a vintage year for Icelandic salmon fishing,
Peter Gathercole stalks and skates for salmon
on the prolific Laugardalsá River
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Peter
Gathercole is
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contributor
to T&S and
has been a
professional
angling
photographer,
writer and
fly-tyer for
more than 35
years. He is
also chairman
of the
Fly Dressers’
Guild

salmon-fishing in iceland

The Laugardalsá is an incredible
little river tucked away in the most
northwesterly part of Iceland. It’s a
region known as Westfjords, a
beautiful mountainous peninsula
with a coastline, as its name
suggests,
carved into a multitude of fjords.
Many are lined
by precipitous cliffs, a haven for vast
numbers of nesting seabirds.
The river is 10 miles long and
from the sea to the first of several
lakes in its course is about four
miles. There are 18 recognised fishing spots, though
few
are named. Perhaps the best known are Dagmálafljót
and Blámýrarfljót, the latter being one of the main
fish-holding areas.
At almost every turn the river offers a different side
to its personality. Smooth glides merge into tumbling
pools that cascade into a series of table-sized pots.
All will hold salmon.
Many pools are intimate and well-defined,
promising much but demanding a stealthy approach.
A lack of cover often
necessitates a hands-andknees scrabble to reach a
casting position while
remaining undetected by
any resting salmon. This
lesson was learnt quickly
when I connected with a
bright silver grilse in less
than a foot of water only a few paces from the first
lake – it was one of numerous salmon hooked and lost
during my two-day visit. Two casts later and I was into
another fish – the tiny Cascade treble held firm,
though this time it was a striking-looking male brown
trout a shade over 2 lb.
Due to its remote location the Laugardalsá has
remained a local secret until quite recently.
Historically this may have something to do with
Westfjords’ population not being noted for welcoming
foreigners. Back in the 17th century some 32 Spanish
whalers from the Basque region were shipwrecked on
the peninsula and slaughtered by the residents.
The population was so concerned by this event that

a law was passed stipulating that any Basque person
discovered in Westfjords should immediately be
killed. If any Spanish person contemplating a visit
to the peninsula is worried by this draconian
measure, the law was eventually repealed – in
May 2015.
For much of the Laugardalsá’s history almost all
the salmon caught were killed but now the figure is
closer to 30 per cent. Since taking over two seasons
ago the new leaseholders, who include well-known
guide Gudmunder Atli Asgeirsson (Gummi), have
ensured that a fly-only policy is strictly adhered to
and that all fish over 70 cm are returned.
The season is short, only three months, but in that
period it’s usual for more than 400 salmon to be
caught by a maximum of three rods per day. Like
many other Icelandic salmon rivers there is a limit to
the numbers of hours one can fish including a
mandatory lunchtime break to give both the angler
and the river a chance to rest. This year (2015) the
catch has been well over 500.
Even in such a remote part of Iceland, man has
played a role in enhancing the Laugardalsá’s
potential as a salmon river. The Einer Foss, the
impressive staggered waterfall near the river’s
mouth, had always been an
impediment to any salmon
trying to run upstream.
Various schemes were
tried to help salmon
traverse the falls,
culminating in 1969 when
the present fish ladder was
constructed.
From a perch on top of the steep-sided gorge section
it’s possible to watch the lithe dark shapes of salmon
holding station in any one of a series of small pots
and pools as they pause to recover their strength
before forging upstream and over the sharp concrete
steps of the fish pass.
While patterns such as the Sunray and the Snaelda
are worth trying, especially when the water is high or
when fishing the deeper, slower pools, the
Laugardalsá is a noted small-fly river and flies down
to a size 16 or even an 18 are commonly used. All the
standard patterns work, though some small, heavy
bottle tubes will be handy when fishing the gorge. It is
also a river where the riffle-hitch method catches
many fish.
You may consider this a dark art and indeed
Westfjords is famed for its witchcraft. I visited a
bizarre museum in nearby Holmvik dedicated to the
dark arts in which there are trousers made from
human skin! But the riffle-hitched fly is not sinister at
all and you should try it. Using a sinking polyleader
usually counteracts the fact that a swinging fly will
skate when it’s right on the surface. The riffle hitch
goes completely against the grain and, indeed, the
skating effect is accentuated by tying a half hitch in
the leader so that it projects from behind the head of
the fly rather than directly from the eye. Light plastic
tube-flies are adapted to the task by having a small
hole bored in the side of the tube.
This skating action can certainly provoke a
dramatic response from the salmon. Fish that
watched a sunken fly swing close by with barely a

“The season lasts only
three months, but it’s usual
for more than 400 salmon
to be caught”

The Einer Foss....
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Keeping low and
stalking.....

salmon-fishing in iceland

flicker of interest suddenly spring to life when shown
a skated fly.
One caveat: if you harbour the notion that a salmon
missed is a matter for regret then fishing the riffle
hitch is not for you. But if the sight of a salmon bowwaving across the stream inches behind your fly or
head-and-tailing at it like a trout is something that
gets your juices flowing, then the technique is one
you simply must try.
With this style of fishing a long leader works best
and a 10 ft single-handed rod is more than adequate.
In one brief exciting spell I tempted no less than five
fish to a hitched Blue-and-black tube. I managed to
hook three, landing only one – a sparkling grilse fresh
from the sea. The others simply didn’t take properly.
At the tail of the same pool a much larger salmon, into
double figures, rolled over the fly but,
again, didn’t take. I was so close to
the fish that I could see its silver
flanks as they caught the sun and its
sharply pointed tail dissolve beneath
the surface.
The others had been grilse, which
were quite plentiful, but this was something special
so I backed up a few paces, knelt down and changed
fly. Next cast the fly skated over roughly the same
spot. I wasn’t entirely convinced that the fish would
come again – and I wasn’t mistaken.
I shuffled down another yard and pitched the fly to
where the V of the current opened and flattened
slightly. With the rod held high to skate the fly, a great
boil appeared on the surface – I didn’t see the fish
even in the clear water – there was just a great dustbin
lid of a swirl. There was no time to think about when
to lift the rod, for an instant later its tip was wrenched
down as the fish hooked itself.
The fish powered off towards the tail of the pool
where the water deepened and slowed. I shouted to
Gummi, who was fishing the head of the next pool
down. He gave me a wave but continued casting. I

A b ov e l e f t
A very fresh
grilse caught on
a hitched Blueand-black tube.
a b ov e
r ig h t
Xxxxx xxxx
xxxx xxx xxx
xxxx xxx xx

couldn’t believe my good fortune. If this wasn’t the
exact same fish, it appeared equally big – no flighty
grilse this, but a solid fish that used its muscle to put a
satisfying curve in the rod.
As the pool wasn’t that big or the water that fast all I
had to do was apply some keen pressure and bide my
time. So that’s what I did and for the next few minutes
the fish chugged along steadily tiring. By now Gummi
had decided to see what all the fuss was about. The
path between our two pools wound around a small
rocky headland so it took a little while for him to
reach me.
As the fish drew ever closer to my bank its back
broke the surface and as I pulled its head towards me
the fly almost hit me in the face. Having felt in control
throughout the fight, I hadn’t even considered that
this might happen. After a few
moments of stunned silence from
me and a word of commiseration
from Gummi, who had arrived by my
side with the now unnecessary net, I
checked the fly.
One of the points of the size 14
light-wire treble had almost straightened – obviously
the one that had gained a purchase in the fish. I
cursed my luck and the fact that I’d been foolish
enough to use such an inadequate hook. I found a
more substantial treble of the same size and swapped
it for the damaged one. Unfortunately I never hooked
another salmon big enough to test it.
The Laugardalsá is predominantly a grilse river
and that’s what we caught – beautiful bright fish up to
5 lb or so. There are larger fish to be had – I nearly
managed one myself and each season there’s a
reasonable number of fish in the high-teens caught.
But what makes the river magical is the sheer
intimacy of the fishing, whether it be skating a
surface fly or pot-hunting downstream of Einer Foss.
It’s made me realise that I like my fly-fishing close up
and personal.

“At the tail of the same pool
a much larger salmon
rolled over the fly”
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Booking: 300-700 euros per rod per day,
which includes fishing and the use of a
timber-built self-catering lodge with three
double rooms. It’s 124 miles from Reykjavik
to the lodge and car hire is needed.
Season: Jun 15-Sep 15. The prime time is
July-August. Book early.
Flights: From Gatwick to Reykjavick. Prices
start from £200-£250. Web: wowair.co.uk
Contact: Gudmunder Atli Asgeirsson
(guide). E-mail: info@flyfishinginiceland. Tel:
+354 844 6900. Web: www.fishinginiceland.
com
Tackle: Single-handed or switch rod rated
from AFTM 5-8, plus a floating line and 10
ft-12 ft leader. Successful fly patterns include:
Green Butt, Black and Blue, Black and Red
Frances, plus a range of hitch tubes. All are
used in small sizes ranging from 12-18 and
½-¼ inch tubes.
Disinfection: Anglers must disinfect their
tackle before fishing, either at the airport, or
in the UK by a local vet, who will provide
certification, or try www.tackledisinfection.
com Tel: 44 (0) 20 3301 2699. The cost is
around £40.
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